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ABSTRACT
Integrating Technology into the Chemical Dependency Curriculum at the St.
Croix Camp Schools

by Cory D. Knudtson
Chairperson of the Supervisory Committee: Professor Carol Knicker
Department of Education

The Amherst H. Wilder St. Croix Camps are located 25 miles east of
Hinckley, Minnesota. The camps provide rehabilitative programming for
both male and female juveniles referred by either social services or probation.
One of the prograrnming pieces consists of alcohol, tobacco, and other drug

curriculum. During this project, the integration of technology and chemical
dependency curriculum was explored. The computer program Alcohol 101

for Hish School

provided students attending the on-site public school

a new way of learning and exploring alcohol use and consequences. Along

with providing students a new learning opportunity, teachers and other staff
learned about the program's potential uses.

A curriculum guide consisting of

a unit plan for teachers and daily assignments for students to follow as they
proceeded through the program was created to meet the specific needs of the
St. Croix Camps.
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SCHOOIS

History

In 1976, the Amherst H. Wilder Foundation opened a new juvenile corrections
fucility located 25 miles east of Hinckley, MN. When the Wilder Foundation first opened
the St. Croix Camps, it provided gender specific programming for both males and fernales

on one campus. In 1980, the Wilder Foundation decided to open a separate campus for
females seven miles away from the original facility, the St. Croix Girls' Carnp. When

youth arrived at either camp, they serued anywhere from 12-15 weeks before they could
refurn to their community. The camps endeavored, then as rvell as today, to return youth
back to their community ready to function productively.

The programming at each faciliry focused on an adventure based model. Using this
model, youth would spend their stay preparing for an expedition trip (expo) in which the
youth would spend about l0 days with their group and two staff members outdoors. Some
groups went to the Grand Canyon, some went to the Black Hills, and other groups of kids

would go elsewhere like Canada or Michigan. No matter where they went, the conceptual
framing for the youth was metaphoric to their home

life.

For example, students learned

how surviving in the outdoors related to making positive choices at home. After the ten
day expedition, youth would return to camp and spend another 4 days under a supervised

1

individual solo expedition reflecting over how to succeed when they returned to their
comrnunity.

The weeks previous to expo and solo provided each youth an opporrunify to learn
about himself or herself and decision making. These skills, all the while, had a metaphoric

framervork which related to choices at home. For instance, fire building was often put in

the framework of relationships and how some bum hot and burn out quickly while others
have deep roots which can wither but not die.

Per Minnesota statute, youth in placernent for three days or more must be provided

an appropriate education. To provide appropriate educational serices, the Wilder
Foundation contracted with the East Central Public School District to educate all the
students sent

to St. Croix Camps. At each camp, a school building with licensed school

teachers work with students Monday through Friday from 7:30

AM to 2:30 PM,

after

which the Wilder Foundation provides the evening programming. As part of continued
ernployment at the East Central-St. Croix Schools (ECSCS), teachers must either possess
or work towards special education licensure.

A Programming Change
Begrnning

in July of

2003, the Wilder Foundation decided

to

change the

programming model of both camps. Because of the cost of insurance, the demands of
counties referring youths to the program, the fluctuation of enrollment at both campuses,
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and the needs of the students referred, the Wilder Foundation explored a new program
based on Arnold Goldstein and Barry

Glick's Aggression Replacanent Training (1998).

Another change came for the camps and the schools from a grant received by the

Wilder Foundation under the federal Elementary and Secondary Act of 2002 (I-lo Child
Left Behind). The grant allowed the Wilder Foundation to hire a Chernical Dependency
Counselor (CD) to work with youth at both camps. The CD counselor provided youth at
St. Croix

C*p

an opportunity to examine their drug use. Along

with helping sfudents. the

CD counselor provided curriculum support to the teachers. Because the grant required

12

hours of alcohol curriculum and six hours of smoking cessation curriculum, the teachers
began instructing their students about the dangers of smoking, drinking, and other illicit
drug use.

Currently
ECSC Schools utilize different materials for their chemical dependency curriculum.

For the six hours required for smoking cessation, the Ascant (2002) program provided by

the Hazelden Foundation provides students with a comprehensive program examining
reasons

for smoking cessation. For the 12 hours required for alcohol education, the

Alternaje- Routes (2002) program, also developed
students

by the Hazelden Foundation,

asks

to think about the reasons they drink. Because the grant only stipulated the

implernentation of smoking and drinking curriculum, teachers choose the extent to cover
the subject of other

illicit

drugs while teaching about alcohol and tobacco.

3

Since implanentation in the summer

of 2003,

teachers and students alike have

expressed concerr$ over the smoking and alcohol curriculum. First, both the smoking and

alcohol curriculums focused primarily on quitting. Since not all the students use tobacco or
alcohol, they have repeatedly questioned the rationale behind having to learn such quitting

strategies. Furthermore, teachers have echoed their students concems verbally

to

adminisfrators and other staff about the curriculums providing an abstinence only view. In

staff meetings, teachers verbally questioned whether they could motivate their students
beffer with a difrerent approach similar to harm reduction where students are taught to

minimize harmful behaviors. Ultimately, teachers questioned whether

or not the

curriculums reflected the needs of their students. Because of the way the curriculum is
structured, many students appeared uninterested. Another issue presented by teachers was

their own ability to teach students about chernical dependency. Because no ECSCS
teachers hold certification

in Health or Drug Education, they feel they lack the

necessary

skiils to teach chanical dependency. Finally, teachers and students have mentioned the
lack of hands on materials to learn upon.

In February of 2004, as concerns grew over what

students leamed from the

materials, the teachers at ECSCS started dialoguing. From this dialogue, the CD counselor
made several modifications to the curriculum taught. She purchased various surriculuffi
materials for hands on opportunities. One of the items provided students the opportunity to

interact with a "smoking"

lung. Another of the items provided students with ways of

expressing thernselves to their parents in regards to issues of trust and drug use. Finally,
she provided inseruice training

to all teachers on the new CD curriculum materials. Even
4

with all of the adaptations to the CD curriculum, teachers and students still discussed the
ongoing difficulties they encountered with the CD curriculum.

Research Problem

Because

of teachers' schedules. student schedules, and other activities, teaching

students in the area of chemical dependency has become ever more challenging. Since

Technology Education is a required course which students must attend daily unless sick,
teachers discussed combining

CD education with technology educarion. Aside hom the

logistical benefits, creating a proJect which

will meet various learning stvles will likely

provide more information which students will take with thern when they leave. Therefore,
students

will

better learn about drugs. Because of my interest in technology and the

realization of the importance of a chemical dependency curriculum to be salient, the aim

of

my research is to combine the two allowing other teachers to ernbrace technology in their
pursuit of educating youth at ECSC Schools.

5
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Review of Literature
This literature review

will analyze adolescents with

regard to their

illicit drug use:

the available prevention and chemical dependency curriculum; and finally the criticai
elemants in prevention or dependency curriculum. The first stage of the process consists

of

reviewing material describing general prevalence of adolescents using alcohol or other

drugs. During the second step, the literature presented will review different programs
providing a CD or prevention curriculum including effectiveness. Finally, the third step
reviews components of good chemical dependency curriculum. The information will focus

on general characteristics found in the literanre along with specific strategies when
working with adolescents. The final section will also include infbrmation about computer
based software programs and their effectiveness.

Prevalence

Adolescent drug use has become a major epidemic in the United States. According

to a mailed paper pencil survey, 'louths aged 12 to 17, an estimated 17.7 percent used
alcohol in the month prior to the survey interview. Of all youths, 10.6 were binge drinkers,
and 2-6 percent were heavy drinkers (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2004,

pg. 26)." To summarize the previous statement, nearly one in five students will have used

alcohol in the past month of school while one in ten practices binge drinking. Binge
drinking is characterized as having more than five drinks on one occasion. Corby Stark, a
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caseworker for St. Croix Girls' Camp, stated that nearly all the clients at the faciliry have
used alcohol at one time or another. She added that around half of them have difficulties in

their life due in part to alcohol use. As the number of snrdents who consume alcohol
increases, the number

of students entering chemical

dependency centers increases. In

2000, more than 134,000 youth were admitted into alcohol and drug treatnent centers
(Hazelden, 2004). However, this statistic does not reflect the number ofjuveniles placed in

correctional facilities as opposed

to treatment facilities for d*g

related offenses.

Americans ages 12-18 are also using "harder" illicit drugs like marijuanE Phencyclidine
(PCP), LSD, Ecstasy (MDMA), and methamphetamines (meth) with increasing frequency;

"Among all youths aged 12to 17 in 2003, 11.2 percent were current illicit drug users: 7.9
percent used marijuanq 4.0 percent used prescription-fype drugs, 1.3 percent used
inhalants, 1.0 percent used hallucinogens, and 0.6 percent used cocaine (US Deparffnent

Health and Human Services,2004, pg.
adolescents,

I

15)." In

another study, out

of

of 752 sr.rrveyed

in 20 students had used illicit drugs including MDMA, Psilocybin, Solvents,

Amphetamine, Nitrites, LSD, an#or Cannabis (Parker, H.= & Measham, F. 1994).

There is strong evidence to suggest the following risk t'actors play an important

role: prior family use, personality problems, and a history of physical or sexual

abuse.

When an adolescent grows up with a parent who uses illicit drugs, the adolescent is more

likely to initiate drug use. In examining trends of alcohol and other d*g use from 1987 to
1991, researchers found parental use to be a major contributor to the overall adolescent

illicit drug use (Younoszai, T., et al. 1999).

Furthermore, researchers discovered a

statistically sigruficant effect for both alcohol and illicit drug use for children with families
7

that use (Shannon, D., James, F., &, Gansneder,
adolescents also increase the likelihood

B. 1993). Mental health issues for

of using illicit drugs. According to Maria Felix-

Ottiz and colleagues, emotional distress and deviant behaviors both caused significant risk
increase for Latino adolescents (1999). Tripathi and colleagues also echoed these findings

in their research review (2001). Sexual abuse is also a strong predictor in furure adolescent
drug use. In their research on the effect of sexual abuse, researchers discovered the strong

relationship betrveen sexual abuse and tendency

(Watts, W., &, Ellis,

of females to participate in drug use

A. 1993). Finally, Shannon, James and gansneder

relationship between sexual abuse and alcohol or other
(

1

d*g

found the

use statistically significant

ee3).

One special area of chemical use to focus on is the use of
education populations.

In 1996, Norbert Ralph and colleagues

illicit drugs by special

surveyed students in a

chemical dependency program throughout a 10 month period. They found that 260/0 of all

chemical dependent youth entering the program qualified for special education se1ices.
Muny of the students at St. Croix who qualifo as sfudents with special needs often use illicit
drugs without regard for safety. Research supports this observation. According to a survey

conducted by Marchbanks, Kenney and Vail, youth with behavior problems rationalize

their drinking regardless of who gets hurt (2000).
prevalence of students with special needs using

In

1984,

in order to

combat the

illicit drugs, the State of Maine actually

created a task force called the "Task Force

on Special Education and Chemical

Dependency." The task force assisted special education teachers who served students with
special needs and chernical dependency issues (Rice,

I

s. lg8g).

Programs

One

of the most prevalent prevention programs in the United States is called Drug

Abuse Resistance Education (DARE). While students participate in DARE, they learn
about

d*g

use and long-term consequences of drug abuse. Students also leam skills

of

how to avoid and abstain from using illicit drugs when offered to thern. The overail
efrectiveness of DARE curriculum is mixed.

ln a research study, Dennis Thombs found no

relationship between participation in DARE and illicit drug use throughout an adolescent's

life into adulthood (2000). However, in research conducted by Richard Dukes out of the
University of Colorado, 12'h graders reacted positively with the DARE curriculum; the
surveyed students abstained from use

of "harder drugs" Iike PCP or Meth ( 1997). In

another study, DARE proved less effective than time

itself. According to Tennessee

Professor Zagmny and Thompson, the only statistical difrerence in drug use of those
surveyed was between the two year groups

of 1991 and 1996 (1997). Meaning, DARE had

no measurable effect on whether or not an adolescent used drugs. Although the data
presented mixed results, schools across the nation

still utilize DARE more than any other

chemical dependencyprevention curriculum (Dusenbury, L., Falco, M., & Lake, A. 1997).

Project Charlie is another major prevention curriculum used by schools around the

country. The program provides psychosocial skills aimed at drug abstinence and delayed
experimentation (Hurry, J., & McGurk, H. 1997). According to the aforementioned article,
when compared to a confrol *uroup, students who attended the program responded that they

would be more likely to not use drugs in hypothetical drug scenario. However, the
9

Program did not make a statistical difference in regards to coping with peer pressure, selfesteern issues, and intentions

to use drugs. According to more recent research, Project

Charlie results indicated students who panicipated were statisticallv less likely to smoke
when compared to their peers (Hurry, J., Lloyd, c.,

& McGurk, H. 2000). DARE and

Project Charlie present mixed evidence about the overall effectiveness in prevention or
reduction of adolescent drug use.

Several other programs focus on prevention of drug use. The PIED Pipers program

trains high school students who
students regarding the dangers

in return visit primary schools to

educate elementary

of illicit drug use (Gloss, E. 1995). Although little

evaluation has been completed on this program, it utilizes older students as role models to
present younger students with the dangers of drugs. Another program, Project Lead, helps
adolescents

by providing prosocial support (Walton, F., Ackiss, V.,

&

Smith, S. lggl).

Through psychological and social integration into a corununity, adolescents

time to engage in risky behaviors including drug

will find less

use. lncluding the corrrmunity

involves

adolescents in ways that schools or families alone cannot. The community based program

"It Takes a Village to Raise a Child"

pairs adolescents with positive adult role models

within the community (Homonoff E, et al, 1994). More recently, computers have become
a new way of presenting prevention curriculum- Specifically, computers have provided
adolescents

with hands-on, active leaming opporfunities about the dangers of illicit drug

use. The BARN system is one such examp le. In the Bodv

Resource Network

(BARM system, students choose to enter a computerized program which

presents

information about drugs and changing use behavior (Bosworth, K.. Gustafson, D., &
1C

Hawkins, R. 1994).

If You Drink is a similar computer

program to BARN:

students with information and challenging questions about the real

it

provides

life ramifications of

drinkrng and drug use (Raffoul, P., & Lyles. E. 1993).

As stated earlier, prior to 2003. the St. Croix Camps provided an adventure based
programming modei. Youth entering camp would participate in an Expo/Soto expedition
before they could graduate. A chemical dependency facility, Beech Hill Hospital, employs

a similar model. The Hospital uses an adventure based model to help adolescents
overcome their illicit

d*g

use problerns. In addition, Beech

Hill Hospital employs parental

counseling and a three day chemical dependency assessment for all youth (McPeake, J.,
Kennedy, 8., Grossman, J.,

of chemicai

& Beaulieu, L- 1991).

dependency training

Evidence presented suggests this mode

to be an efflective model in reducing clients' future

problans r.vith illicit drugs.

Effective Elements
At the start of any CD program,

adolescents must learn about the

toll of drug

use.

They must receive correct, factual information about how drugs affect the body and the

mind. During the process, students will learn about the dangers or possible benefits of
drugs. According to Stevens-Smith and Rernley, students must first be glven the factual
information concerning the use

of and possible consequences drugs cause (1994).

Knowledge about drugs should be presented to adolescents in a manner through which they

have a good chance

of paying attention. In the

Netherlands, a program exists where

residents receive government created pamphlets about the possible dangers of drugs and
11
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their consequences. These pamphlets appear to have an impact with the information th*y
supply on whether or not an adolescent chooses to use illicit drugs (Berkum, G., Buisman,

W., Kok, G.,& Siero, F. 1991).

Along with acquiring knowledge, adolescents need to consffuct a positive attitude
about thanselves and a negative attitude about drugs. Knowledge is the key to beginning

the process, but adolescents need help bridging the gap from knowledge to their own

attitudes"

If

adolescents learn

change their behavior than

to change their attitudes, they are much more likely

if they receive knowledge only (Tobler, N. 2000). Here

to

again.

youth need different mediums to use their knowledge to effect an attitude change. For an
adolescent to build a positive attitude,
students' daily

it is best to start with

lives. ln one study, adolescents who regularly

youth groups were much less likely to view

&

d*g

the positive aspects in the
attended church

or church

use as an acceptable behavior (Kutter, C..

McDermott, D. 1997). In a CD curriculum, building on students' sfrengths provides

them with the best chance to view drugs' negative consequences. Although the bridge
between knowledge and attitude is significant; the more significant relationship is befween
attitude and behavior changes as a result of attitude shift.

In order to change their drug use, adolescents need to make behavior changes based

on their knowledge and attitude changes. In fact, rushing students to making the right
decision can be difficult

if

the insffuctor has not allowed enough time for knowledge and

attitude development (Schwebel, R. 2002). According to research by Ives and Clernents,
students ultimately need

to learn how to make positive decisions about

1,2

d*g use (1996).

Ortly after they learn about positive choice making will they be likely to implement
positive choice making. ln one program, after learning about drugs and their negative
consequences, students are provided

with an opporfunity to leam how to better

manage

their leisure time to include non-drug using activities such as sports (Aguilar, T.,

&.

Munson, W. 1992). ln the curriculum used by the aforanentioned authors. students begrn
learmng about drugs and about their attitudes towards thern. The primary focus. however,

is to allow students to decide upon positive free time activities. Therefore, a good CD
curriculum will include elements of behavior change.

13
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THE PROCESS AhID PRODUCTS
The Program
Beginning

in May of 2004, I

spoke with colleagues and students about their

concerns related to the camps' chemical dependency curriculum. My goal was to ascertain

how

I could help them in their instruction. As I dialogued with my colleagues, I could

sense deep frustration to the

point of reflrsing to teach chemical dependency. When I asked

specifically about integrating the CD curriculum into technology education) many teachers

had difficulty understanding the basics

of

computers let alone the combination

of

a

chanical dependency curriculum and technology. From my observations, it appeared the
Hazelden program utilized for programming students worked out poorly and had not

helped. When

I asked them about combining

the two, CD and technology, the students

replied positively.

During an inseruice in June,

I asked the CD counselor if she knew of anything I

could do to integrate CD curriculum into the Technology Education course. She responded
that she did not know of anything that could be done; however, she did say she there had to

be some chemical dependency software to integrate into Technology Education.

She

offered to spend some time researching in order to figure out how to incorporate the two.

I

studied the different programs which could run on Windows 98

Computers,

I

already knew about the BARN and

l4

for Dell

If You Drink computer programs;

however, they were old and difficult to locate. In addition, they lacked the sophisticarion
necessary

to run on the computers at the ECSC Girls' School. Although other softr+,are

programs existed, they did not possess sufficient information to effectively integrate the

CD curriculum into the Technology Education course. Many interesting programs were
located on the internet. Though the software programs demonstrated various scenarios
related to drug use, the overall presentation lasted less than two-minutes in most cases.
Another internet program provided good information and statistics on drinking and other
drugs, but

it

failed to provide a computer program for students to leam meaningful

information (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2004). Even when the CD
counselor assisted

in the software search, she located progftrms which did not fit

scale tech lab integration

well. However,

she did locate a program authored

broad

by Century

Council and the University of Illinois called Alcohol 101 for High School Seniors (2004).

Alcohol 101 is a high-impact, thought-provoking program for integration of technology
into the chemical dependency curriculum at ECSC. It demonstrates the real life dangers
and implications of drinking. Furthermore,

it offers

students with enough information to

encourage thern to think about their decision to use alcohol and other drugs.

After receiving the free software program, I reviewed it for content and ease of

Alcohol

-l

0l for High school Seni-ors presents

use.

age appropriate, thought-provoking

information for students to change their use behavior" The program contains a virtual bar
where students enter their height, weight, &g€, gender, and other variables they could
change like the amount they ate

or drank to analyze blood alcohol content. Through

scenarios which are driven by the user, the program presents different possible outcomes

drinking situations.

It

of

asks 20 different questions about drinking and its efflects. The
L5

program shares stories of individuals, who while interviewed, were victims of crimes of
drunken perpetrators. Once

I reviewed the program, I realized it best met the needs of

students and the goal of the project. After consulting with the CD counselor,

I

selected

Alcohol 101 for Hieh School Seniors.

The Curriculum
After selecting Alcohol

I 01

the second phase of the project included creating

curriculum for the students in the tech

lab. Although Alcohol

guidelines, they did not specifically meet the needs

101 cirme with a set of

of students at ECSCS. In order

integrate the program fu1ly into the ECSCS curriculum,

a

to

I had to create an entirely new

curriculum integrated with the current CD curriculum. After reviewing each section of the
program, I generated a list of applicable questions to ask students. These questions took on
one of fwo spheres. They asked students to recall information provided during a particular

portion of the program. For example, the question would ask, "How much could a DWI
cost?" oE "What are three waming signs of alcohol poisoning?" The other questions
asked students

to apply what they had learned to their own lives. For example, "Do you

know anyone who was sexually assaulted where alcohol was involved?" or, "'W'hat

are

some of the underage drinking consequences?" Because of the importance of integrating

both knowledge and attitude, students had an opporfunity to apply knowledge and attitude
to the behavior.
Before students could answer these questions, though,

I

needed to provide general

instructions so students could easily interact with the program. In the beginning of the
program, Norm (the talkin-E Lava Larnp who is the party host) asks participants to enter a

t6

series of dernographic questions. He asks about the participants' narne, age, sex, intention

of drinking, mood, and simulated recent food intake. With appropriate written directions,
the students would be able to more easily input realistic information into the program.
After reviewing the directions and the questions with the chernical dependency counselor.
the hvo pilot groups commenced.

I quickly realized the students

needed to understand the

context of the assignment to help reduce confusion over the new lesson format- When the

piiot gtroup entered the tech lab, I directed students to participate in a class discussion about

drinking. Sludents

discussed

how a Driving Under the Influence (DUI) citation differs

from a Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) citation. When that discussion firushed, students
discussed the

"Not a Drop if Under Twenty-One" law. The students, then, received the

instructions and clarification about the project they were undertaking.
The srudents then partnered up and started working on the program at their assigned
computer station. Initially, certain tech lab computers had issues running in the 256 color

format. Some computers did not reproduce the sound accurately; they made whizzing
snapping noises and the voices were inaudible. Students had some

and

difficulty following the

prompts as they progressed through the inffoduction of the program. Partners did not
realize they could only enter one student at a time so they became confused. With my help,
the students resolved the issues one at a time. A11 students were able to make it through the

"Behind the Wheel" simulation where they learned about the financial and personal costs

of a DUI citation. As a group, then, students discussed what they had learned in the first
part of the program. They dialogued about how the "Virfual Bar" compared to real life

including, how much they could drink before reaching various levels

of intoxication.

Equally important, students applied what they learned to situations in their own
L7

life.

For

example, one student talked about her father's problerns after receiving a number of

DWI's.

I realized after the first

session the curriculum must be modified because students

would need more time than the planned time of fwo days. Between the technical problerns
and the discussions, students had only enough time to finish the first part of the assignment.

Because students engaged with the material so actively,

I decided to allow students to

experience the whole program instead of just a few short segments. This decision meant

students needed more time

curriculum questions.

I

to

complete the whole program and the accompanying

also had to clarify certain curriculum questions to make sure

students understood what the questions asked.

Over the next two sessions, the pilot groups completed many of the curriculum
questions

in

order

of most

interest

to the individual students. Though the students

understood the directions, many times they clicked on different icons instead of those in the

directions. When asked, students responded that some of the parts of the program appeared

to be more interesting than other parts. I decided to change the curriculum to go day by
day as opposed to one big packet of questions. With the curriculum separated into daily
assignments, students were more apt to follow the directions selecting the correct icons.

Finally, after conducting another

2

groups through the chernical dependency

curriculum in the Technology Education course, I made one final revision to the curriculum

guide. I added an explanation of the curriculum for the students before they started on each

day. Instead of providing the questions about Minnesota's drinking law, students had an
opportunity to read out loud the daily rationale provided in the curriculum guide. After
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reading the rationale, students engaged in discussion about alcohol and their own thoughts
on the topics assigned for that duy.

The final piece, after two groups proceeded through the program, wffi a student and
teacher curiculum (Appendix B) gurde. The students' guide begins with a rationale for
chemical dependency curriculum in the tech

lab. As

stated earlier, the curriculum guide

breaks questions up into what is covered each day by students working on the program.
Each new duy, students read out loud the directions and rationale about what they would
learn that

day. After reading and discussing the directions,

students worked through the

assignment. At the end of the hour, ffi fl springboard for class discussion, students shared
their responses to the questions.

Leadership
With two of the three requirernents completed for my project, I utilized different
ways to involve and share my project with other colleagues. As mentioned earlier, the CD
counselor, Dionne Dietelhoff, assisted in the writing of the curriculum. One committee
member, Steve Bede a group teacher, observed the fourth group in the use of Alcohol 101.

The Lead Teacher and Special Education Coordinator, Scott Peterson and Donna Bosman
respectively, observed students using the softrvare program and curriculum. Finally, the
teachers at both the

Boys' Camp and the Girls' Czunp received a copy of the completed

curriculum with the Alcohol 101 CD ROM.

After developing the initial curriculum, the CD counselor observed the integration

of Alcohol 101 into the tech lab. As she observed, she had numerous questions for

the

students. Her observations focused on students' reactions to the various aspects of the
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program. After obserwing two sessions, the CD counselor requested to participate durin*u

all the A]cohol 101 sessions. During this time, she volunteered in the sessions by
expiaining the daily rationales and subsequent discussions. She enhanced the discussions

by otfering important information to students about drugs. For inst2rrlce, she proyided
students with an article about a Colorado student who died from alcohol poisoning; she
discussed

with students her own view of how alcohol had adversely affected many of the

students she worked with; she also cofacilitated discussions at the end of each session. She

helped provide feedback to students about different views on alcohol. For example, one
student talked about her uncle's blood-alcohol level which she thought rvas at

.5. The CD

counselor quickly gave feedback to the student in a compassionate yet direct way about the

improbability of the story.
The final product took the form of a collaborative team teaching effort between the

CD counselor and me. As stated earlier, the CD counselor became an int'egral part of the
discussions at the beginning

of each session and at the end of each session. She

also

acquired supplies, headphone splitters and blood-alcohol pamphlets, to enhance students'
overall understanding of the concepts discussed.

A group teacher, Steve Bede,

also participated in the integration

of Alcohol l0l

into the tech lab and general CD curriculum at ECSC Girls' School. After his group of
students started the program, he agreed

to come in and observe his students working

through the curriculum. I intended to share what I had created with the teacher to provide

him an opporfilniff to use the curriculum with his next group of students either in the tech
lab or in his own classroom. The teacher, in addition to observing, also provided feedback

to students

about what they were leaming. During the session,
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Mr. Bede

provided

comments and ideas to help students reflect over their previous alcohol consumption. He
expanded upon curriculum guide asking students how they felt after viewing a specific

scenario. He also supported students by combining aspects of Aggression Replacement
Training with the curriculum guide questions.
For the final product, fuIr. Bede observed the students progressing through Alcohol
I 01

.

After observing and providing feedback to students, I provided the teacher with

a

copy of Alcohol 101 to use in his classroom along with a copy of the curriculum guide
which his students worked on.

After sharing the software program with the CD counselor and Mr. Bede, I
disseminated the Alcohol 101- program and the curriculum guide to colleagues at ECSC

Schools. At an after school staff meeting at the Girls School, I supplied a brief description
of the program to accompany the compact disc. I then reviewed the curriculum gurde with

the teachers to provide additional explanation where necessary. Teachers also had an
opportunit-v to observe students completing the program. After sharing rvith the Girls'
School teachers, I prepared additional curriculum guides for the Boys' Carnp. Attached to
the curriculum guide (Appendix A) was a letter describing the curriculum and the Alcohol
101 program with ideas for gender specific programming for the

Boys' School teachers.

After the staff meeting, Scott Peterson and Donna Bosman asked to spend time
observing Alcohol 101. Mr. Peterson surueyed one of the sessions as students progressed

through the daily assignment. He observed students working and asked questions

of

students about their feelings in regard to the program. He noted he had heard students

talking about the program and wanted to see it in action. Ms. Bosman, interested in the
program after hearing about

it from other teachers, spent an hour working
2t

through the

various aspects of the program. She expressed that she felt the program had particularly
salient points which she believed the students would think about.
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PROIECT TMPACTAI{D QUATITY
The Program
Students reacted to the software program
response was how much they looked forward

in

several

ways. The most common

to working on Alpghol 101 once a week.

They stated they liked to work on the program because it presented information about
alcohol in a hands-on, active manner. Sfudents also said the program was entertaining, and

they really liked Jr{orm "the Talking Lava Lamp." Some of the questions asked by the
program had humorous answers which were followed up by a serious answer. Other
students liked using the

"Virilal Bar" because it showed them how quickly alcohol could

rmpair their judgment. The program also provided real-life situations challenging students

to consider what might happen to them if they use. In one scenario, a drunken couple goes

to the man's bedroom. The following morning, the man and woman regret greatly what
happened the previous night because they have to face the consequences for their actions.

Many of the students responded sorrowfully after viewing this particular simulation. In
closure discussions, students talked about friends and family who engaged in sexual

activify, either forced or unforced. while drunk. Some students even related their own
experiences while drinking and how they wanted something difflerent for others.
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Finally, the sfudents received the program's message clearly. One student
commented on how the progrilm did not "preach" uny particular choice

like

other

curriculum. Rather, the program provided only choices and reflection about individual's
choices and their resulting consequences. The progam contained intbrmation not only
about staying clean but also information about remaining cautious when drinking. Finally,
the program offered options for helping students or students' friends under acute or chronic

alcohol abuse. Students commented on the appropriateness of the options listed for helping
a person

suffering from alcohol abuse.

The software program, though, lacks in information on any other illicit drugs used

by adolescents. Alcohol 1 01 focuses only on alcohol leaving all other drug

issues

unaddressed. Though alcohol continues to act as a gatewav to other drugs, the program's
content fails to overtly supply students with the harmfiil correlation between alcohol and
other illicit drugs. In a possible revision of the progmm, the Century Council may want to
consider including information regarding alcohol as

it

relates to other drugs in a student

friendly manner.

Alcohol 101 has become integrated into the tech lab and chernical

dependency

curriculum. At a staff meeting, the teachers voted unanimously to continue the program in
the tech lab as part of the alcohol training offlered at ECSC Girls' School.

Once

a week, for six weeks, groups work through the program and the

accompanying curriculum questions. As they begrn each session, the class engages in a
discussion about what they will do that day and why it is important to them. After finishing
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each session, the class discusses what they learned,

if time allows. If time runs oul

the

class discusses what they have learned at the beginning of the next section. Without fail.

students almost always rsmember what they learned from week

to week.

More

importantly, their comments indicate they think about something in particular long after the
session is complete.

Curriculum
Quickly, it became apparent the curriculum guide for students needed reworking
to meet their needs. In the beginning of the pilot groups, the curriculum left out directions

and even sections

of the program.

Students frequently had questions and difficulties

following the directions provided; in fact, many students became so fiustrated they said
they would refuse working on the program with all the problans. Even those students
though, continued through the questions despite their ftustrations. Changes included the
order of the questions; removal of some questions that did not

fit well; yet other changes

included adding more relevant questions for the students' needs. Though the pilot groups
did not use the revised curriculum, groups that followed said the curriculum gurde was easy
to follow.

The final product provided students with instructions and rationales at each day's

start. The daily instructions helped students focus on the part of Alcohol 101 assigned for

the particular session. lnstead of students randomly working atread throughout the
program, students now spend more time on the assigned task. The groups using the final

curriculum guide stated

it was helpful to understand what was covered in each session.
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They also stated how much they appreciated knowing why they needed to do what they
did.

I stnrggled to measure the impact of the curriculum on student behaviors in regard
to illicit drug use. Though students wrote down thoughtful answers to many questions, I
can not know how much the students really mean what they say. Furthermore, students
commented about the depth of the questions they answered, but they also said it would not
have a great effect on their way of thinking. Students suggested the difficulty of applying

what they leamed about drinking or thernselves. One student put it well, o'Mr. K, I don't

think about this shit on the outs." As difficult as some of the student's responses, I believe
the curriculum grants students opportunities to reflect on their own decision making. Even

if they don't consider the questions when they leave camp,

th"y may reflect back to

an

anotion they had while answering one of the questions.

To improve upon this curriculum

I

would consider two major changes. First, I

would like students to take an active role in modi&ing the curriculum.
students would invest more of their energy into the curriculum

I believe

the

if they knew they had a part

in creating something for future students. As students progressed, they could write down
questions or ideas about changing the curriculum. I would then review these ideas and add

to or modify the current curriculum. I would also like to compare the Hazelden curriculum

to the software program in order to measure which sfudents better learn from.

I could

provide my colleagues and administrators with not only a good way to integrate technology
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and chemical dependency but also student views on how the two curriculums meet their
needs,

Leadership

The CD counselor provided me with both feedback and support to develop more
efrective strategies to teach chemical dependency. The CD counselor, as stated earlier, saw

merit in the program and curriculum enough to join evely group session. The CD
counselor's first suggestions helped create the lists of questions for students to answer as

they progressed through the program; moreover, once selected, she observed students
working on the program. She suggested I rela,x and teach; she observed my own lack of
comfort at certain parts of classroom discussions because of the nature of the students'
discussion. She suggested allowing her to facilitate a closing discussion while I observed

her. When she did guide the discussion,

she demonstrated a relaxed, yet focused teaching

method. She allowed students to share war stories about previous use but did not allow
thern to gloat. Working with the CD counselor became crucial to the process as well as the

final product.

Sharing with the teachers also proved essential to the process as well as the product.

The teachers provided both positive and corrective feedback about the curriculum and the

program. Mr. Bede asked about the quality of the curriculum questions on the students'
actual behavior after they graduated from

camp. Mr.

Peterson inquired about the

relationship between the class questions and how they applied to students in their home
environment. However, he also added that the program in conjunction with the questions
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did meet several different learmng styles and needs of the students. Some teachers at the
boys' site tried the program with the assistance of the CD counselor in the classroom. They
cofilmented on how easily the program flowed. However, other teachers at the bovs' site

corlmented regarding the difficulties with effectively reaching boys. They stated that the
program and curriculum lacked gender specific necessities of boys.
teachers made positive comments about the program

At the girls' sire.

in the tech lab. Moreover, the

teachers agreed that the tech lab was currently the best place to utilize the program.

L
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CRTTICAL REFLECTIOhI
Once

I

decided on the direction

including my preliminary role as

a

of my project, many

leader

pieces

fell into

by integrating technology and

place,

chernical

dependency. I realized most of the teachers viewed teaching chanical dependency with no

thought to using technology, and this view was the first thing I had to change during my

project.

I

actively discussed with colleagues the benefits of technology into the CD

curriculum. Though teachers struggled with CD curriculum to begin with, many
considered the computer an interesting

if not difficult way to teach it. However, I had to

continue researching CD and technology to keep the interest alive in discussions.

I learned during

this time that

it is easier for people to teach the way they

instead of the way they could. Simply put,

become entrenched

I was reminded how

in their established routine. As I

easy

have

it is for teachers

to

continued the dialogue about

integrating technology into chemical dependency curriculum,

I could

see the challenge

for

me to keep focused. I would have spent less time and energy if I simply ignored a new role

I could play in the CD curriculum.

I also needed to be the agent of change. Teachers at ECSC have a difficult

anough

job maintaining order, grading, counseling students, providing feedback, ffid everything
else. [n order to gain my colleagues support in regards to this opportunity to combine
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technology in the CD curriculum. I needed to find a way to integrate it into the tech lab. I

believed teachers would follow my lead
Because

if

they knew

I had a difficult tirne finding an appropriate

I

struggled right along with than.

means to inciude the tech lab in the

CD curriculum, I realized the difficulty my colleagues would have. I needed not only to
find an instnrment but also to demonstrate and share its applicability with others.

Fortunately, our CD counselor supported the integration. When

I

approached her

ti'ustrated at my own lack of accomplishment to locate ways to integrate technology, she

provided her own time, energy and patience to the cause. This support proved to be
another lesson for me:

it is difficult enough to affect change let alone doing it without

support. Because the CD counselor spent time supporting me both directly and indirectly, I
continued to pursue the goal. Leadership involves difficult times and requires sacrifices;
however, I found I can make those commitrnents more readily with active, strong support.

As the first day loomed for my pilot groups, I could feel the onslaught of emotions

in me. I eagerly embraced the opporrunity to start a new program, where the curriculum
could act as a catalyst for students to improve their decision making

skills. I

was

concerned about how students would react to this new curriculum; would they engage the
materials and leam? Or, would the lesson bomb? Even though I had reviewed the program

and found it to be quite good,
stressed, too, because

curriculum guide.

I still did not know how the students would react. I felt

I had to stay up late the night before putting finishing touches on the

All

these emotions, though, quickly disappeared when

JU

I did what I do

best: teach- I remember thinking to myself when the first groups started the program. ,.This

might actually work."

I realize now another important

aspect of my leadership projecr:

I must be willing

to take risks. Without risking, I would have never looked for a way to integrate chemical
dependency and technology. Without risking,

I would have never piloted the program

and

curriculum at ECSC Girls' School. Without either of these things, I rvould have failed in

my conviction to integrate technology with chemical dependency. With willingness to
chance and risk,

I

succeeded

in my

endeavor

to create a new piece of ECSC CD

curriculum.

When I think about the process overall, I begin to realize the most important lesson

I learned during

this project was about me: the process is part of the product just as the

product is part of the process.

When I chose the Atcohql 101 program, I made a choice on the curriculum I taught
even before

I wrote anything down. By choosing this program, not zurother, I had to base

my curriculum on the program's components. The questions students answered had
reflect information from one of the portions of the program.
program, Alcohol 101 Plus for example,
the curriculum to make

My

it

I would

to

If I had chosen a different

have had to make different questions for

as applicable as possible to

my students.

students provided invaluable feedback about the curriculum as

I

developed it.

Th*y made comments about what worked, what did not work, and what remained unclear.
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With these comments,

I

made several revisions some minor and some major to the

curriculum guide. Without these cofilments, I would not have made the changes I made to
the guide. The students supported the process by enhancing the product: thereby, th*y
became part of the process and product.

When working with people,

I

begrn

to

understand that the process of

communicating my needs is a process which affects the product.
something to my students, for example, I may become upset
taught them. Then, they may become agitated because

If I am trying to explain

if they do not repeat what t

I am agitated. The inter-weaving of

the process and product is all encompassing. For the best results,

I must step back from

myself in a situation to observe how process and product work together. If I struggle with a

particular student's behaviors, I must ask myself what
response.

If I have a colleague unwilling

I might be doing to illicit

such a

to work with me, I must ask why the colleague

might not want to work with me. The process of stepping back enough to look at the 'big
picture" has never been easy for me. However, to act without realizing the implications of
my actions carl cause more problems.

Over the period of seven months that

I planned, implernented,

and revised this

prdect,

I learned about myself as a person, teacher, and a leader. Most importantly,

though,

I

learned the importance of being a better advocate for the students I sere, the

classes I teach, and my own needs.
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GLOSSARY

Aggression Replacement Training. A program designed to teach snrdenrs pro-social skills,
anger marugemenl and moral reasoning skills.
CD. An abbreviarion for chemical dependenry.

Curriculum Guide or Curriculum Questions. The packet of questions and insrructions that
guided snrdents tloo"gh the Alcohol 10t program in the rech lab.
ECSCS. An abbreviation for East Cenual-St. Croix schools.

E*qg. An adyenture based aaivity where snrdents would live outdoors for 10 d"y- while
wor{dng together.

Gryrp: The -self-contained classroom in which snrdents spend all their dar except during
technolory education period
GroyP- Teacher. A teacher. primarity responsible for teaching fre chemical dependenry
curriculurn Also, a general education classroom teacherwfuh * relT-cortained class.
Solo. A period of time that snrdents would spend by dremselves strrr.iving in the outdoors.

par.Slttl, A story told bv a snrdent

in which they br*g or gloat about previous

iil*grl behaviors.
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d*g

use

or
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APPENDD(A

November 10,2004

RE: Alcohol 101 Curriculum
Boys'Camp Teachers
Dear Boys' Camp Teachers,

Hi all! I just wanted to share an opportunity with all of you. As part of my Master's final project,
I am sharing
the final curriculum I created for the computer program Alcohol iOl for High
School Se+iors. I know that
some of you have already started using the program *itn nioo*t t
However, -h" lift-ly did not provide
"tpovervieu,accompanying
you with the final curriculum guide for students rnctuding the teachersl
the students,

portion.

I have rncluded a copy of the program, a copy of the teachers' overview, and a copy of the student
guideiquestions. I hope that you can make use of all, some. or even parts of the cumculum
for boys. Atthough
I haven't spert much time at the Boys' Camp. I believe this programpresents relevant information
to both
males and females alike. I believe this progiam and accompanyrng questious could
inlluence the boys, decision
making process in regards to using.

If you would like, you can access the Alcohol 101's

website for free copies of the program
http:i/wwrv'alcl0lforhsseniors.org. If you have any suggestions or ideas. feel free to fespond
back to me. My
email address is c[nudtson(irteastcenlralkl2.Un.ul or you could call me at the Girls' School.

Sincerely

Cory Knudtson
Sp. Ed. Teacher
East Central-St. Croix

CDK
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Name:

'AIUflll.

lfi'

Day One

Rationale: You are completing the following program over several days. Each da_v. vou
will be assigned a different part of the program to work on while thinking about vour own
use or non-use and the decisions made because of using. Each day, Dionne and I will
assign you to work on a different part of the program to investigate specific areas of
alcohol use. During the assigned tasks. please stay within part of the pro*qram you're
assigned to work on: don't worry about missing anything. Your class will get to do it all
at some point.
On the first day, you will become familiar with the procedures of starting, using, and
comparing your use or lack there of during the beginning of the program. You will also
receive the opportunity to observe how differing amounts of alcohoi .* affect people
differently. In addition, you will reflect on you.r own use.

Directions: Follow the directions explained by the worksheet. If you have questions, put
your help cards up so Dionne or I can help you.

l. Login into your computer as you usually would
2. Open Programs. click on "Alcohol 101.,'
3- click "okay" if it says something about 256 corors.

4. Click until you see the Lava Lzunp named Norm.
5. Enter your name at the name screen, just pick one person in the pair.
6. Click on the ''17 or youtger" unless older.
7. Enter your weight. height, and gender at respective screens.
8. Click on the arrows at the bottom right on the next screen.
9. Choose your kind of music.
10. Choose vour game plan.
1

1. Choose how

full you are.

12. Choose how you are feeling.
13. Again,

click the arrows at the bottom right.

14. Listen to the directions of the
15- PIay

virhral bar.

with the virhral bar. Do one round where you are slamming all your drinks.

Do another round where you are pacing yourself. Check out your friends as you are
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doing the virtual bar. Pay attention to the time you start and the time it takes for

drinks to leave your body.
16. Considering the time it takes to get the alcohol out of your system, have you or a

friend of yours ever arrived at school drunk from the previous night's partv? If so,
what was school like for you that day? How did being drunk effect your learning?

If

not, what do you imagine could be some difficulties associated with being drunk in
school?

17. Why do you think your friends have different Blood Alcohol Contents?

18.

Now click on "Behind the'Wheel." Watch and listen to the demo.

19. Why would a person drink and drive knowing the potential consequences to

him/herself or others? Have you known anyone to do this? How do you feel when
people drive drunk?

20. If time allows, go back to the virhral bar and play around with slamming and pacing

your drinks. At what Blood Alcohol Content do different effects happen like
impairment, coma, or even death? Record your answers below.
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l.

Day Two
Today, you will be reflecting over how alcohol aflects relationships befi,veen

people. You may feel that alcohol plays little, some, or lots in your relationships:
keep that in mind as you proceed through these activities.

2.

Go to the party, listen to the instructions Norm gives vou for the pany. During

this hour, you will be learning about and thinking about your o\!rr decision
making while drinking.

3.

You need to select all three groups of people moving during the hour. One $oup
focuses on alcohol and sex. The second group focuses on driving and drinking.

While the final group focuses on the amount of drinking. Answer the questions to
the scenario after completely going through the scenario and making difTerent
choices by clicking on the "One Step Back" icons.

I(ATM A}iI} ATTITRE
Have you ever encouraged someone to drink even though you know they had drank way

too much? Why?

What could happen to Andre if he continues? Have you or a triend ever been in his

position? Why? What happened?

nn
+!

What did you do to help Andre? Did it Help? What. if any, have you done ro your fiends
when they're passed out?

I}AI\TTE AND ALLISON
Have you or someone you know ever used any chemicals to deal with loosing a

boy/girlfriend? What happened?

Have your or someone you know ever done something drunk or high that you wouldn't
have done unless using like sex. criminal behavior, or skipped school?

What are some of the different way, like in this story, you can use to minimize or reduce
YOUr OWn USage?
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TJ A}tD LOIIIE
Have you ever decided to either drive or ride with a drunk driver? Why did you chose
this knowing the dangers?

What have been consequences for you because of chemical use? Why then do you
continue to use seeing the consequences?

Have you ever known someone injured by a drunli driver? How did this affect you?
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Day Three
1.

Today, you

will

be answering 20 questions related to drinking topics. The goal

for today is to gain more information about alcohol and what you did not know
before today.

2.

You must read and answer all of Nom's twenty drinking questions while
working through the party room. Write down the questions you answered (be
very briet).
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Day Four and Five
1-

Today and tomorrow, you

will explore the remaining parts of the Alcohol 101

program. Your focus should be on how alcohol afTects people and how alcohol
has affected you or the people close to you. Remember. we've all seen
the
negative effects of alcohol in one way or another.

2- click on the man hanging on the bar; read through the text.
Have you ever seen someone with these warnin*u signs? What was it like to have
to see
that person that way?

3. Click on the IMf I0 sign.
What is alcohol poisoning? Have you or one of your friends ever been there?
Why did
that person drink that much?

Pick 5 of the 10 reasons of how to turn down a drink and explain why they,d work
for
you.
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4. Click on the man passed out on the sofa.
What are some warning signs of alcohol poisoning?

What should you do for someone who is passed out from chemical use? What shouldn't
you do?

5. Click on "BAC TY"; go through the demo.
Who do you think will get drunkest quickest? Slowest? Why?

6. Click on all of the wall pictures by the RAVE room.
What are your thoughts after watching college student dies?
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How could chemicals play a role in sexually assaultive behaviorsll

What fype of problems have you had from using alcohol?

7.

Hit the *Rave RoomD; click on some of the different symbols.

Record at least 20 of the 70 different things you could click on. What sorts of things

stick out in,vour mind about w'hat you read in the ''Rave Room?"

What does the Rave Room mean to vou?
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